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Abstraet

This study deals with
the part takenby the second and minor upwelling season
in the changes observed inthe Ivorian and Ghanaian coastalpelagic ecosystem.
Since the early 1 9 8 0 the
~ ~Sardinella aurita catch has clearly increased off
Ghana
and off the Côte d’Ivoire where the changes in abundmce and dynamics of this .
species have been surlprisinglymore pronounced. The size of the fishes caught
has increased and the reproductive activity now reaches the same level during
the two upwellling seasons. The differences between the two upwelling’s
intensities shows a decreasing trend from 1970 to 1990. The increasing impact
of the minor upwelling season in the ecosystem could explain the changes
observed. This season, whichis more intenseoff the Côte d’Ivoire than off Ghana,
occurs in the unfavourable pekod of the year for the productivity of the pelagic
ecosystem and couldbe considered as a c<bottleneck>> for
this productivity.

6sumC :
Cette itude traite de la part prisepar le petit upwelling mineur dans les
changements observis dans l’bcosystènae pdagique côtier du Ghana et Gîte
d’Ivoire. Depuis le &but des années 1980, les prises de Sardinella aurita ont’
nettement augmente”au large du Ghana mais aussi nu large de lez Côte d’Ivoire
où les changements de 1‘abondance et de la dynamique de cette espPce ont kt.&
particulièrement rnarquhs. La taille des poissons captur&sa augrnentb et 1’activiti
reproductrice atteint la m2me intensitb durant les deux saisons d’upwelling. On
observe une tendance à 1’attnuation des diffbrences d’intensité entre les deux
upwellings sur la piriode 1970-6990. L’effet accru de la saison d’upwelling
mineur dans l ’écosystèmepourrait expliquer les changements observks. Cette
saison d’upwelling qui est plus marquie en Côte d’Ivoire qu’ au Ghana, appnrait
en une pbriode de I ’anniedifavorable h la productivité de 1’icosystème pdagique
côtier. Elle semble donc constituer un effet de ccgoulot d’ktranglement>>
affectant
cette productivité.
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1. Introduction

1

The annual catch of the Ivorian and Ghanaian coastal pelagic fisheries has
been estimated between 200 O00 and 260 O00 tonnes (FAO, 1992). The main
species are two sardinella(Sardirtellaaurita and S. maderensis) and one anchovy
(Engraulis encrasicolus).Anchovy (essentially caughtoff Ghana) and S. nurita
catches are about 100O00 tonnes each.S. maderensis catch is of less importance.
Increase and spatio-temporal changes
in the S. aurita abundance was observed
during the 1980”s (FAO, 1989; Pezennec et al., 1993). This evolution of the
fishery contradicts most of the knowledge acquired in the sixties and early
seventies about thisresource. In addition, significant changes
in some aspects of
the biology of S. aurita were also observed. Modalsize of fishes caught and size
at first maturity have increased and spawning activityoutside the known main
season has intensified. Abundance
of the other speciesof the pelagic ecosystem
have also fluctuated but notas much as in the case ofS. aurita and noneof these
changes has been observedfor the second sardinella species.
Al1 the papers relating to the small pelagic fisheryof this area have shown
the importance of the environment on the abundance and availability of these
fishes. The reproduction, survival of larvae, the condition, abundance and
availability of these species depends on certain condition,the most importantof
which are the upwellings which determine
the food availabilityof the ecosystem
(Anonymous, 1976; Cury and Roy, 1987; Mendelssohn and Cury, 1987). The
main factors are the two upwellings but the river discharge
(Binet, 1982) could
affect the avaibility of the fish.
The Ivorian and Ghanaian upwellings are non Ekman type upwellings
(Houghton, 1976; Bakun, 1978) and
a lot of mechanisms are supposed to influence
the upwelling activity (Ingham, 1970; Marcha1
and Picaut, 1977; Picaut, 1983 ;
Colin, 1988). So, the coolings of the sea temperature (whichis an expression of
the upwelling event) is the main way to analyse the upwelling intensity. In
addition, two upwellings seasons could be observed off the Côte d’Ivoire and
off Ghana.
The changes in the biology and dynamicsof S. aurita in the western Gulf of
Guinea ecosystem in the last two and a half decades, constitute a puzzle of
observed facts. This paper presents pieces of this puzzle,discusses the available
hypotheses and a new hypothesis based on the importance of the second and
minor upwelling season on the ecosystem productivity and on the S. aurita
dynamics.
2. Data and Methods.

Abundance, dynamics and biology
of exploited fishes.
The data were obtainedfrom the landingsof purse-seiners inthe Côte d’Ivoire
and Ghana andfrom canoes in Ghana and are as follows :
1966 to 1991 in Côte d’Ivoire: catch, effort (days of search), catch per unit
of effort (cpue) by fortnight and fishing area;
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e 1972 to 1991 in Ghana: total (annual) catch, effort and cpue (catch per
trip).
Catches per unit of effort could be considered as an index of the abundance
of the pelagic species.

Length frequency data on sardinellas are availablein the Côte d'Ivoire since
1968 and in Ghana since 1963. The data used in the study of the reproductive
activity were maturity stage, gonad weight and body weight. These were mainly
from two periods, namely: 1964-1970 (in both countries) and 1988-1 991 (in
Côte d'Ivoireonly). The gonado-somatic index (GSI=PG/aLnjwas usedto follow
the spawning activity. Lengths at firstmaturity were calculated from the logistic
relationship.

2. 1 Upwellings intensities.
Data used are as follows:
data from coastal stations (alongshore sea surface temperature) available
for twelve stations(fig.1) in the Côte d'Ivoire and in Ghana (Arfi et al, 1991);
data from merchant ships (offshore sea surface temperature) observations
available in the Comprehensive Bcean Atmosphere Data Set fromthe National
Center for Atmospheric Research (USA);
0

0 remote sensing data: the cooling which affects coastal waters could be
observed through the thermal infra-red medium of METEOSAT on a daily and
five-day basis (FAO, 1992);

sub-surface temperature profile available in the Côte d'Ivoire since 1983.
We have followedthe 21 "C isotherm depth which correspond in this region with
b
the depth of the thermocline (Merle, 1978).

3. What is the problem ?
3. P The upwellings and their relative intensities.

The two upwelling seasons (fig. 2).
This coastal pelagic ecosystern is characterized by two upwelling seasons
and two main centers which create a spatial and temporal heterogeneity.
a a minorupwelling season, observed between January and March and more
intense in Côte d'Ivoire,especially in the western part, than in Ghana (&fi et al.,
1991).

a majorupwelling season, observed ,with a higher intensity, between July
and September and which concern the whole coastline. Nevertheless, the
continental shelf configuration in the Western Ghana is in favour of a better
development of this upwelling.
0
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Intensity of the minor upwelling season (fig.3).

The minor upwelling season could in
be,the Côte d’Ivoire, relatively intense.
The 1986, 1987, 1990 minor upwellingseasons were characterizedby their high
intensities in Côte d’ivoire andwe have observedthat the rise of the thermocline
during these years has been similar to the rise observed during the major upwelling
season.
Decrease of the difference betweenthe two upwelling’sintensities (fig. 4).
The main point is that the two upwelling seasons have
a similar
not evolution.
During the major upwelling season, the temperature (COADs’ data) clearly show
an increasing (but not always significant) trend; during the minor upwelling
season the contrary is observed. The result is that the difference between the
intensity of two upwelling seasonsis decreasing (with a significant trend) since
the early 1970”s. In both the countries, the difference between the average
temperature of the two upwelling seasons is reduced by one degree between
1970 and 1990.

3 . 2 Changes in the S. aurita fishery.
Instability of S. aurita catch and abundance (fig. 5).
1972 : during this year, 90 O00 tonnes of S. aurita was caught off Ghana
although in previous years total catches of the two sardinellas combined were
never above 50 O00 tonnes;
1973-1975 : catches were drastically reduced in 1973 and almost nothing
in 1974 and 1975 ;
1976-1991: in 1976, the Ghanaian catch had recovered to its former level
and fluctuatedtilll982. During the same time, catches off Côte d’Ivoire increased
by ten fold. Since 1983 high catches and abundance were observed in both
countries, and after 1985 the globalcatches have been at the same level as the
high catch of 1972.
Development of S. aurita abundance off
the Côte d’Ivoire and changes in the
specific composition of catches (fig. 6).
The increase of the catch of S. aurita in the Ivorian waters was obtained with
a constant effort and the average abundance(cpue) of S. aurita observed during
the eighties was ten fold higher than in previous years. In Côte d’Ivoire this
species became more important than S. maderensis and B. auritus which have
dominated the catches of small pelagics inthe sixties and seventies.
Spatial extension of the S. avrita distribution (fig. 7).
The increase of the abundanceof S. aurita off Côte d’Ivoire was accompanied
by a spectacular extension of its’distributionto the western part of this country.
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A similar but smaller increase was seen in the western part of Ghana. Such
changes were not observed for the other small pelagic speciesin either country.

S. aurita abundance during the two upwellingseasons (fig.8).
In C6te d’Ivoire, the S. aurita abundance eould be as important during the
minor upwelling season than during the major upwelling season, especially in
the westernpart of the country.
Increase of observed and maximum size (fig.9-10).
The largest modal size of the S. aurita caught in Côte d’Ivoire was between
15 and 18 in the 1968”s and early 1970”s. During the 1980”s, this modal size
was between 18 and 24. In Ghana, a similar change was observed between the
early 1960”s (14-17cm) and the 1980”s (17-21 cm).
These changes could be also observed for the maximum siae found in the
catches.
The length at first maturity of the S. aurita caught in Côte d’Ivoire seems to
bave increased from 15 cm in the 1960”s and 1970”s to 1 8-1 9cm in the end of
1980”s.
Changes in spawning activity (fig. 11).

In Côte d’Ivoire, the GSI observed during the minor upwelling season were
as large as those
of the major upwelling season which has always considered
been
to be the main spawing season for S. aurita. It appears that al1 the cold periods
oceuring off CBted’Ivoire are utilized by S. aurita for spawning.
No such dynamical or biological changes were observedfor S. maderensis
or other pelagic species.
4. What are the laypsthhesis ?
These changes led some researchers to put forward hypothesis on this
ecosystem based on observations of the fluctuations in its biotic and abiotic
components.
The decline of S. nurifa was attributed,at least in part, to the proliferation
of Balistes capsiseus. The rise md collapse ofB. capriscus was observed between
1976 and1988. The decline of S. arerita, on the other hand,was observed during
the proliferation of the biomass of balistes (Caverivière, 1991), but the reappearance of the former was observed before thedecline of latter. Except for
their juveniles, these two species do not have the same ecological needs. The
hypothesis that there is competition between the two species is therefore
untenable. No changes in the biomass of the supposed predator S.
ofaurita (tuna,
scomber) has been furthermore observed.
Models (Binet,1982; Cury et Roy, 1987) applied tothe pelagic resource of
Côte d’Ivoire and Ghana failed to explain theincrease in abundance of S. azcrita
in the 19803 (Pezennec, 1994).
@
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Increase in wind speed has been supposed to lead to an ofincrease
upwelling
off Côte d’Ivoire and Ghana (Roy, 1990). But, these upwellingsare not totally
related to the wind and infact, the annual valuesof mean temperature and wind
speed or Ekman transportare positivdy correlated duringthe GSF and showed
no relation during the PSF (Pezennec et Bard, 1992).So, increase of wind speed
could not have lead to an increase of upwelling, but this environmental factor
could leadto an increase of superficial mixing and turbulence which
are supposed
to increase productivity until the wind speed reachesa value of 6 m.s1 (Cury et
Roy, 1989).
Some authors have explained the increase
of abundance of S.auritu off Cote
d’Ivoire by a change in current system and(or) upwelling intensitythe
in western
and eastern regions off this country (Binet et al., 1991, Herbland et Marchal,
1991). The “current hypothesis” is based on the
fact that a possible increase of
the westward circulation could have increased the
of S.
loss
uzcritu larvae fromthe
Ghanaian shelf and their retention off Côte d’Ivoire. Hence the recruitment of
the Ivorian S. uurita should rise. This hypothesis is based on a edisplacement
toward Côte d’Ivoire of the Ghanaian stockof S. auritu>>and on a edecrease of
S. auritu recruitment off Ghana>>. Following this hypothesis,
a decline of S. uurita
abundance should have been observed off Ghana, but in fact, catches and
abundance have increasedas much as offCôte d’Ivoire andtheir quantities have
stayed after at a very high level (Pezennec, 1994).
The hypothesis basedon a displacement of the Ivorian upwelling main region
(from West to east) is based ona short time serie and could not explain the increase
of S. auritu abundance in the western partof Côte d’Ivoire.
The above hypotheses failed to explain al1 the dynamical and biological
changes, particularly the changes in the Ghanaian part of the ecosystem or the
changes constitute a
changes in the biology of S. auritu (Pezennec, 1994). These
puzzle of observed facts which need to be explained aby
hypothesis which would
take into consideration both the dynamics andthe biology of this species.

5. Hypothesis: ecological importance of the minor upwellingseason.
A new hypothesis which deals with the part played bythe second or minor
upwelling seasonin the changes observedin the Ivoiro-Ghanaian coastal pelagic
ecosystem has been proposed (Pezennecet Bard, 1992).This approach is based
on the fact that the Ivorian and Ghanaian coastal pelagic ecosystem
is caracterized
by two independant upwellings. Nevertheless, the influence of the minor
upwelling on the dynamics of Coast pelagic species was often neglected. This
season has never been took into consideration as an important event for the
productivity of the ecosystem.
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5 . 1 Favourablle and unfavourable pesisds.

In fact, the pelagic speciesof this ecosystemare facing with an unfavourable
period during their life.We are in the ecology fieldof populations which are in
ecosystem characteriaedby the alternance of favourable and unfavourabie period.
Which is the most important ? Where the regulation is done ? Where are the
threshold effect ?
Some eeological theory insist on the necessity of a global approach to the
population-environment system(see Barbault, 1981).If we practice a qualitative
approach of the problem of the amountof food, you can have foodin profusion,
a critical period or season.
in exces at a global (annual) level but reduced during
as a limiting
In this case, the food production during these period could be seen
factor.
l
i

5 . 2 Minor upwelling season and psodmc€ivi€yof €he pelagic
e@OSyS&em.

Studies into the productivity of this ecosystem have shown the importance
of the coolings which appear outsidethe main upwellingseason. Zooplanctonic
biomass is highly correlated with these coolings (Binet, 1983). The minor
upwelling season and al1 the cooling events outside the main upwelling season
occurs in the unfavourable periodof the year for the productivity of the pelagic
ecosystem and could be compared to a <<bottleneck>>
for this productivity. So,
the increase of the importance of the minor upwelling season in the ecosystem
could be of great importance.

5 . 3 The importance of the minor upwelling season for
Sardinella aurita.
Two spawning seasons:we have shown that the spawning activity
of S. aurita
seem to be at the same level during the two upwelling seasons. This is an
opportunity for a better
exploitation
of the ecosystem.
Two favourable areas for the larval survival: the Guinea current creates on
the east side of Cape Palmas and Cape Three Points two areas of cyclonic
circulation which is in favour of larval retention (Marcha1 et Picaut, 1977). So,
the western part of the Ivorian continental shelf (where the minor upwelling
season is the most intense) is an area favourablefor the larval survival.
An increase of the observed size: according to Pauly(1 984), the increase of
the length of fishes caught and of the length at first maturity could correspond
with a decrease of factors which limit the growth of fishin an ecosystem (high
temperature, food density....).
An increase of the %aurita abundanceoff Côte d’Ivoire: the increaseof the
abundance of S. aurita in the Côte d’Ivoire, first during the major upwelling
season, and after during the minor upwelling season couldbe an illustration of
the MacCall’s theory (1990) for the density-dependent geographic distribution
of the biomass.
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5 . 4 Transition froma depleted stockto a prosperous stock?
(fig.12).
In the case of the Ivorianseiners, the inter-annual variabilityof total catch or
cpue with effort is very important especially withthe lower level of effort. For
S. nzaderensis, the years are randomly distributed and
cpue and catchesare highly
variable for mean levelof effort (Pezennec,1994).For S. aurita, catches andcpue
are distributed in accordance with thestate of the resource: before 1981, catches
and cpue are were low and increased with
fishing effort. After.1980 catches and
cpue, much higher than previously, decreased with effort. This figure is in
accordance with that from Peterman et al. (1979) recalled in Cury (1991). The
a depleted state to a prosperous state.
stock of S. aurita seems to have pass from
The same analysis of the Ghanaian datafor S. aurita has showna similar situation
(Pezennec, 1994).

6. Conclusion
Differences between the two sardinella species.
We have to emphasizethe differences betweenthe two sardinella species in
terms of demographic and adaptive strategy: al1 the changes observed in the
dynamics and biology of S. aurita were not observedfor S. ntaderensis. This is
in harmony with the description
of the life-historystrategies of these twospecies
(Cury et Fontana, 1988): <<S.aurita shows a wide plasticity and adaptability to
the environmental fluctuations and takes advantages of them>>.The use of the
changes in the relative intensity of the two upwelling seasons could be an
illustration of this differences betweenthe two sardinella species.

6 . 1 Global and local changes.
The intensity of some of the larger upwellingin the world has increased,this
change could be related to global climatic
change (Bakun, 1990). Although some
of global climatic changes like increase of wind speed (or decreaseof rainfall)
are observed in this region (Roy, 1990), this has not affected the apparent intensity
of the upwelling. In fact, we rather observeda local change: the
relative intensity
of the two upwellings of this region has changed in a way as to narrow the
difference between them.
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Figure P. Ivorian and Ghanaian continentalshelves and coastal stations.
Figure 2. Surface isotherms in the Ivorian and Ghanaian coastal regions (frorn
METEOSAT rernote sensing picture, UTIS). (a) Minor upwelling
season (January 26-3
1 1990); (b)Major upwelling season (September
01-05, 1986).
y

Figure 3. Fortnightly depth of the 21°C isotherm off Abidjan (Côte d’Ivoire).
Mean from 1983 to 1990 and for 4 986, 1987, 1990.
r-

Figure 4. Differences between the mean ternperatures of the minor upwelling
season (PSF)and the major upwellingseason (GSF) from 1976
to 1990
(from COADs’ data). The linear trends are least-squares method
estimates (Côte d’Ivoire p=0.0013; Ghana p=0.039).

~,~

Figure 5. Annual catch of S. aurita off the Côte d’Ivoire and off Ghana from
1966 to 11993.
Figure 6. Annual abundance (catch per unit
of effort) of S. nurita and S.
maderensis off the Côte d’Ivoire from1966 to 1993 (metric tonnes per
day of search).
Figure 7. Annual abundanceof S. aurita off the Western and Eastern parts of
the Côte d’Ivoire (1966-1993) and of Ghana (1982-1993). Côte
d’Ivoire : metrïc tonnes per dayof search. Ghana : kilos per trip.
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Figure S. Annual abundanceof S. aurita during the minor
(PSF) and major (GSF)
upwelling seasons off the Côte d’Ivoire (1966-1993) and off Ghana
(1982-1993).
Figure 9. Maximum modal length and maximum observed length(fork length
in cm) of the S. aurita caught off the Côte d’Ivoire (1968-1993) and
off Ghana(1 963- 1990).
Figure 10. Sexual maturityof the femalesof S. aurita caught off the Côte d’Ivoire
during the 1969 and 1990 upwelling seasons : percentage of mature
fishes observed and ajusted values(logistic function).
Figure 11. Gonado-somatic indexfor the S. aurita caught off the Côte d’Ivoire
in Tabou and Abidjan.
and mean temperature (from warmer to colder)
Monthly means, 1989-1991.
Figure 12. Annual Abundance (catch per unitof effort) of the S. aurita off the
Côte d’Ivoire and off Ghana and theoritical effort (catch/c.p.u.e.). Côte
d’Ivoire :c.p.u.e. metric tonnes per day
of search, effort days
of search.
Ghana : c.p.u.e. kilos per trip, effort trips.
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Figure 1. Ivorian and Cihanaian continental shelves and coastal stations.
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Figure 2. Surface isotherms in the Ivorian and Ghanaian coastal regions (from METEOSAT
remote
sensing picture, UTIS). (a) Minor upwelling season (January 26-31, 1990)
;(b) Major
upwelling season (September 01-05, 1986).
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Figure 3. Fortnightly depth of the 21°C isotherm off Abidjan
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Ghana

Figure 4. Differences between the mean temperatures of the minor upwelling season (PSF)and the
major upwelling season (GSF) from 1970to 1990(from CBADs' data). The linear trends
are least-squares method estimates (Côte d'Ivoire p= 0.001 3; Ghana P= 0.039).
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Figure 5. Annual catch of S. aurita off the Côte d'Ivoire and off Ghana from 1966 to 1993.
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Figure 6. Annual abundance (catch per unitof effort) of S. aurita and S.maderensis off the Côte
d'Ivoire from 1966 to 1993 (metric tonnes per dayof search).
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Rigure 7. Annuai abundance of S. uuriru off the Western
Eastern parts of the Côted’Ivoire (19661993)and of Ghana (1 982-1993). CBte d’Ivoire metric tonnes per day of search. Ghana
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Figure 8. Annual abundance of S. auriru during the minor (PSF) and major (GSF) upwelling seasons
off the Côte d'Ivoire (1966-1993) and off Ghana (1982-1993).
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Figure 9. Maximum modal length and maximum observed length (fork length in cm) of the S.uuri&
caught off the Côte d'Ivoire (1968-1993) and off Ghana (1963-1990).
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FigurePl. Gonado-somaticindex fortheS. arrritacaughtofftheCÔted’Ivoireandmeantemperature
(from warmer to colder) in Tabou and Abidjan. Monthly means, 1989-1991.
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Figure 12. Annual Abundance (catch per unit of effort) of the S. auritu off the Côte d'ivoire and
off Ghana and theoritical effort (catch/c.p.u.e.). Côte d'Ivoire:c.p.u.e. metric tonnes per
day of search, effort days of search. Ghana : c.p.u.e. kilos per trip, effort trips.
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